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Abstract
Content creators frequently encounter negative
feedback that significantly harms their online feedback
collection experience. My dissertation examines how
negative information influences the perception of the
feedback, and how we can increase content creators’
resilience to negative feedback. For the next step, I
plan to explore ways to solicit more positive content
from feedback providers in online environment.

Introduction
Content creators collect feedback from various online
crowds [17]. In comparison with friendsourcing
feedback from peers, online crowds can quickly
generate large quantity of feedback on demand without
burning social capitals [10].
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One key issue is that content creators frequently
encounter feedback of negative valence in online
platforms. People are more likely to leave negative
feedback [13] and act in offensive ways [4] online.
Prior work finds about 20% of all messages exchanged
on a popular community site was negative feedback
[18]. Negative feedback discourages community
participation, harms content creators’ affective states
[17], and inhibits creativity [1].

One common solution for platform designers is to
simply remove the negative feedback. While this
approach is very effective in limiting the influence of
negative feedback, it may cause other issues, such as
discarding constructive information in the feedback
along the way [6] and discouraging feedback providers
from future contribution [7]. To address this issue, my
dissertation explores ways to increase content creators’
resilience to negative feedback without removing or
modifying the original feedback content.

How Information Cues Influence Feedback
Perception
In the first component of my dissertation, we explore
how information cues influence feedback perception.
Unlike traditional face-to-face settings, where content
creators can utilize information cues such as the
provider’s expertise and experience level to evaluate
the feedback, online crowd services usually deliver the
feedback with no supplementary information. This
information opacity makes it difficult for content
creators to evaluate the quality of the feedback,
especially when conflicting views co-exist in the same
feedback set.
Figure 1. Task Interface for
feedback collection. We logged all
user actions to build the prediction
model.

Drawing on social transparency theory [12], we
explored how information cues, including feedback
provider’s domain expertise and effort level, influence
the perceived quality of the feedback [15]. We
conducted a 3x3 full factorial experiment with two
factors, namely effort and expertise, with 2,700
participants recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk.
We manipulated the information cues by telling the
participants that the feedback providers had high / low
/ (no information given) levels of expertise / effort.
After reviewing the provided cues, participants

proceeded to rate the quality of the feedback. In total,
five pieces of feedback of different intrinsic quality
levels were rated by the participants. Our result shows,
regardless of the intrinsic quality of the feedback,
negative information cues lower the perceived quality
rating of the feedback, and positive cues have no effect
on the rating.
After revealing the influence of the information cues,
we explored ways to provide the cues in online
environment. Prior work has provided many ways to
evaluate expertise, such as performance-based
assessments [11], aptitude tests [5,8], or peer
prediction [9]. In our work, we focus on providing effort
cues. We took a machine learning approach and built
an action logging framework that collected behavioral
features while feedback providers were composing
comments on designs (Figure 1). Later we built a
predictive model from the collected data and achieved
high prediction accuracy (92% for binary classification
of high / low effort).
In this project, we observe negative cues have more
powerful influences in the iterative design process than
positive cues do. This finding inspired us to probe
deeper into the influence of negative information in
creative work setting. Specifically, we are interested in
how negative feedback influences content creators’
affective states, perceptions of the feedback and its
providers, and revision extents. We proceeded to
explore technological instrumentations that may
mitigate the influence of negative feedback. This quest
led us to two research projects.

Increasing Content Creators’ Resilience via
Valence Based Feedback Order
Content Creators frequently receive negative feedback
in online communities. In this project [16], we show
light weight instrumentations, such as valence based
feedback ordering, can increase content creators’
resilience to negative feedback while requiring
minimum change to platforms.

Figure 2. Task interface for the
story writing phase. Participants
were told to compose a story for
children based on the illustration.

In our study, participants wrote a short story for
children based on a given illustration (Figure 2). Then
we issued them three pieces of feedback, of which two
had positive valence levels and one had negative. Then
we tested three feedback orders, namely negative first,
negative between, and negative last. We were
interested in whether any of these orders could
increase content creators’ resilience to negative
feedback. The experiment also examined the feedback
orders in different feedback source conditions, including
peers, experts, and anonymous providers. We explored
whether the feedback orders would have the same
influence in different source conditions.
Our results show presenting positive feedback first and
negative last improves participants’ affective states and
their perception of the feedback. This pattern remains
consistent across feedback source conditions. In this
work, we show minor system changes, such as
feedback orders, can exert a meaningful positive
influence over content creators’ experience in feedback
collection.

Using Coping Activities to Increase Feedback
Receptivity
Having explored lightweight mechanisms such as
feedback reordering, we continued the line of work by

studying standalone interventions that help participants
cope with negative feedback. Specifically, we chose to
examine three activities, namely self-affirmation,
distraction, and expressive writing, all of which had
been studied as effective emotional coping
interventions in prior work. We were also interested in
examining the activities with feedback sets of different
valence levels, from all neutral to all negative.
In our experiment, we asked participants to write a
short essay on a complex social issue. Later the
participants revised their essays based on a set of
feedback. Participants performed different coping
activities and reviewing feedback set of different
valence levels based on experimental conditions.
During the experiment, we measured participants’
affective states, their perceptions of the feedback set
and its providers, and the revision extents.
Preliminary result analysis shows all three coping
activities increase participants’ resilience to negative
feedback. Distraction improves participants’ affective
states across all valence balance conditions; expressive
writing encourages essay revision in neutrally balanced
conditions and improves affective states in negatively
balanced conditions; self-affirmation improves affective
states in negatively balanced conditions. Currently we
are preparing the manuscript for submission to an ACM
conference.

Encouraging Feedback Providers to
Contribute More Positive Content
My previous projects explored the influence of negative
feedback and the instrumentations that mitigate the
influence on content creators. For the final component

of my dissertation, I plan to explore ways to solicit
positive valence comments from feedback providers.
Specifically, we are interested in mechanisms and
background traces that may help generate more
positive feedback. For mechanisms, currently we are
considering two options. The first one is to ask
participants to revisit their feedback after a one-day
delay. Participants’ emotional intensity decays over
time [14], and they may adjust their language choice
when they are less aroused. The second one is to build
a scaffolding process that encourages task-involving
rather than ego-involving feedback [2]. Prior work
shows task-involving feedback increases participants’
interest in the task and performance more than egoinvolving feedback [3]. The scaffolding may prompt the
participants to identify the design aspect they intend to
criticize before composing the feedback, and discourage
judgements directly threaten content creators’ ego.
For traces, we intend to explore whether increasing
social transparency may encourage feedback providers
to compose more positive feedback. Prior work shows
people act more negatively in online environment [13].
We want to explore background traces that may
mitigate this influence. Our study may examine traces
related to both the content creator’s identity and the
content creating process. For this part, we try to
answer a series of research questions. Does sharing
more background information about the content creator
encourage more positive feedback? What kind of traces
is more useful in this regard? Experience level,
demographic info, or personalized details? Will sharing
more information about the content creating process
help?

Regarding methodology, we may conduct a full factorial
experiment using mechanisms and background traces
as factors. The feedback solicitation task may be
intentionally designed to solicit negative valence
feedback. One option may be to ask participants to
provide feedback on low quality essays or graphic
designs.
On the other hand, we may also consider conducting
experiments in a naturalistic setting. We may
implement a web browser plugin that encourage users
to compose more positive feedback in online
communities. The plugin can temporarily save the
feedback and ask participants to revise it after a oneday delay. It can also provide scaffolding by rewriting
and restructuring the HTML page when participants visit
crowd feedback service sites. On the other hand, we
can crawl content creators’ public activity history and
display a summary as a background trace. The plugin
may record participants’ behavioral data and text
entries for later analysis.

Conclusion
My dissertation examines how negative information
influences content creators in the iterative design
process and how we can mitigate the influence of
negative feedback. The last component of my
dissertation will focus on encouraging feedback
providers to write positive valence comments. By
answering this series of questions related to negative
feedback, I will contribute empirical knowledge and
practical guidelines that improve the online
environment for feedback collection.
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